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Abstract. In electromechanical integrated toroidal drive, eccentric center errors occur which has important influences on the
dynamic behavior of the drive system. Here, the dynamic equations of the drive system with eccentric center are presented.
Changes of the natural frequencies and vibrating modes along with eccentric center distance are analyzed. The forced responses
of the drive system to eccentric center excitation are investigated. Results show that the eccentric center causes some natural
frequencies to increase, and the other natural frequencies to drop. It also causes some vibrations to become weak, and the other
vibrations to become strong. The eccentric center has more obvious effects on the dynamic behavior of the planets. The results
are useful in design and manufacture of the drive systems.
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1. Introduction

As more and more electrical and control techniques are utilized in mechanical engineeringfield, electromechanical
integrated drive systems arefindingmore applications in advancedmechanical science. In 1963, an electromechanical
integrated electromagnetic harmonic drive was proposed by Herdeg [1]. In the drive system, the meshing forces
between flexible gear and rigid gear are controlled by electromagnetic force, and drive, power and control are
integrated. It has been used in the fields such as submarine navigation, etc, that require compactness [2]. In 2000,
Oliver Barth proposed piezoelectric harmonic drive [3]. Here, the size of the electromechanical system was further
decreased. In 2006, Lizhong Xu proposed an electrostatic harmonic drive in which the harmonic drive principle is
used first in MEMS fields [4,5]. The magnetic gear drive is another type of the integrated drive system. In 1991,
the magnetic gear drive was proposed and the torque test was done [6]. In 2006, a new cycloid permanent magnetic
gear drive was proposed [7]. The main advantage of the permanent magnet gearing is meshing without contact.

Toroidal drive can transmit a large torque in a very small size and is suitable for technical applications such
as aviation and space flight [8,10]. Based on research on toroidal drive [11], the authors have presented a novel
integrated drive system, an electromechanical integrated toroidal drive. In the drive system, power and control are
integrated. Compared with the toroidal drive, the new drive is easy to produce. It is without wear and does not need
lubrication. Besides the above-mentioned fields that require compactness, the drive can be used with robots and in
other fields that require accurate control.
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Fig. 1. Electromechanical integrated toroidal drive. 1. planet; 2. worm; 3. stator; 4. rotor.

The drive consists of four basic parts as shown in Fig. 1: (a) radically positioned planets; (b) the central worm; (c)
a toroidal shaped stator; and (d) a rotor, which forms the central output shaft upon which the planets are mounted.
The central worm is fixed and coils are mounted in helical grooves of its surface. The planets have permanent
magnets instead of teeth. The N and S polar permanent magnets are mounted alternately on a planet. The stator
has helical permanent magnets instead of helical teeth. In the same manner as planet, the N and S polar helical
permanent magnets are mounted alternately on the stator.

For the electromechanical integrated toroidal drive, the forces, dynamics and the control theory of the drive system
were investigated. In 2005, a dynamic model of the electromechanical integrated toroidal drive was established, and
the natural frequencies and the vibrating modes of the drive system were analyzed [12]. In 2006, a control model
of the drive system was proposed and the torque control of the drive system was investigated [13]. In 2010, forces
and stress of the drive system were analyzed, and the force and stress distribution in the stator was determined [14].
However, process and mounting errors exist in the drive system. The eccentric center is a main form of the errors
which has important influences on the dynamic behavior of the drive system. The effects of the eccentric center on
the dynamic behavior of the drive system have not been studied yet.

In this paper, the electromagnetic mesh stiffness equations of the drive system with eccentric center are deduced.
Based on them, the dynamic equations for the drive system with eccentric center are given. Using these equations,
changes of the natural frequencies and vibrating modes along with eccentric center distance are analyzed, and the
forced responses of the drive system to eccentric center excitation are investigated. Results show that vibrationmodes
of the drive system can be classified into rotational mode, planet mode and special planet mode. For rotational mode
and planet mode, the eccentric center causes some natural frequencies to increase, and the other natural frequencies
to drop. For special planet mode, the eccentric center has not effects on the natural frequencies. For rotational mode
and the planet mode, the eccentric center causes some vibrations to become weak, and the other vibrations to become
strong. The results are useful in design and manufacture of the drive systems.

2. Electromagnetic mesh stiffness with eccentric center

Space phase relation of the worm coils is shown in Fig. 2. The symbol φv denotes the face width angle of the
worm. Then, in the transverse plane of the planet, the phase angle of the phase-i is

φi =
i − 1

n

φv

p
(i = 1 to n) (1)

where n is the phase number of the worm coils (n = 3) and p is the number of the pole-pairs.
Let the position angle θ = 0 of the planet when tooth of the planet is aligned completely with phase-A coil.

Inductances of the every phase can be calculated as follows
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Fig. 2. Space phase relation of the worm coils.

Self-inductances:

Lii = L0 + L1 cos
(

z1θ − (i − 1)
φv

pn

)
(i = 1 to n) (2-a)

Mutual-inductances between adjacent phases:

Li−1,i = L01 + L1 cos
(

z1θ − (2i − 3)
φv

2pn

)
(i = 2 to n) (2-b)

Mutual-inductances between two spacing phases:

Li−2,i = L02 + L1 cos
(

z1θ − (2i − 4)
φv

2pn

)
(i = 3 to n) (2-c)

where L0i = L0 cos iφv

pn (i = 1 to n), L0 is the average inductance, L1 is the first harmonic component of the
inductance, z1 is the tooth number of the planet.

The magnetic linkage λis of the central worm coils is λis =
n∑

j=1

LijIis and the magnetic energy storage between a

tooth of the planet and worm is W =
n∑

j=1

n∑
i=1

LijIisIjs. Thus, the electromechanical coupled force between a tooth

of the planet and worm is given as

Fwpi = − 1
(R + ewpi)

∂W

∂θ
= − 1

2(R + ewpi)

n∑
j=1

n∑
i=1

dLij

dθ
IisIjs (3)

where Lij is the inductances of the every phase, Iis is the current of the ith phase worm coils, here ewpi is the
eccentric center distance between the planet i and the worm, R is the calculative radius of the planet.
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Equation (3) can be simplified as

Fwpi = kwpiζwpi (4)

where ζwpi is the relative displacement between planet and worm, ζwpi = (R + ewpi)δθ, kwpi is considered as
electromagnetic mesh stiffness between a tooth of the planet and worm,

kwpi = − 1
2(R + ewpi)2

n∑
i=1

n∑
i=1

(
δ2Lij

δθ2

)
IiIj .

The electromagnetic mesh stiffness kspi between a planet tooth and stator can be obtained in the same manner as
kwpi. Since the stator has the helical permanent magnets instead of helical teeth, the equivalent current Is0 of the
permanent magnet teeth is constant. The electromechanical coupled force between a tooth of the planet and stator
is given as

Fspi = kspiζspi (5)

where

kspi = − 1
2(R + espi)2

n∑
i=1

n∑
i=1

(
δ2Lij

δθ2

)
I2
s0,

it is considered as electromagnetic mesh stiffness between a tooth of the planet and the stator, here espi is the
eccentric center distance between the planet i and the stator.

3. The dynamic equations of the drive system with eccentric center

Figure 3 gives the dynamic model of a toroidal drive with eccentric center. The toroidal drive in Fig. 3(a) is
considered as a combination of three sub-systems (i) a worm/planet pair [Fig. 3(b)], (ii) a stator/planet pair [Fig. 3(c)],
and (iii) a rotor/planet pair [Fig. 3(d)]. The eccentric center consists of the average eccentric center and the dynamic
eccentric center. The average eccentric center changes the electromagnetic meshing stiffness, and the dynamic
eccentric center becomes the dynamic excitation to the drive system.

The dynamic model allows stator, rotor and each planet to rotate about these translational axes. For the sake of
convenience, the rotations are replaced by their corresponding translational displacements as

uj = rjθj , (j = w, s, p, r)

where θj is the rotation of worm, stator, rotor and planet, rj is the rolling circle radius for worm, stator and planet,
and the radius of the circle passing through planet centers for the rotor.

Figure 3(b) shows a worm/planet pair which represents the worm (subscript w) meshing with planet-i (subscript
pi). Here, γwpi is the lead angle of the helix tooth at reference circle on the worm and λ is the equivalent tooth shape
angle of the planet tooth; kwp is the mesh stiffness between the planet and the worm. The model allows planets to
rotate about their own axes. It also allows planets to translate in x and y directions. The symbols xpi and ypi denote
the displacements of the planet in x and y directions, respectively.

From the balance conditions of the worm and the planet, ones can give⎧⎨
⎩

mpiüi + cwpiv̇wpi sin γwpi − kwpi (pwpi + ewpi sin λ) sin γwpi cosλ = 0
miẍi + kwpi (pwpi + ewpi sin λ) sin λ = 0
miz̈i + cwpiv̇wpi cos γwpi − kwpi (pwpi + ewpi sin λ) cos γwpi cosλ = 0

(6)

where mi and mpi are the mass and equivalent mass of the planet, respectively, mpi = Jpi/r2
p; Mw is the equivalent

mass of the worm, Mw = Jw/r2
w; Jpi and Jw are the polar mass moments of inertia for the planet and worm,

respectively; pwpi is the relative displacement between the planet-i and the worm, pwpi = −ui sinγwpi cosλ +
xi sin λ − zi cos γwpi cosλ and vwpi = −ui sinγwpi − zi cos γwpi.

Substituting pwpi and vwpi into Eq. (6), the dynamic equations in matrix form can be given
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Fig. 3. Dynamic models of (a) a eight-planet toroidal drive, (b) a worm/planet pair, (c) a stator/planet pair, and (d) a rotor/planet pair.

miq̈i + cwpiqi + kwpiqi = Fwpi (7)

where qi = [ui, xi, zi]T , it is the displacement vector of the planet; mii = Diag[mpi, mi, mi], it is the mass matrix
of the planet;

kwpi = kwpi

⎡
⎣ sin2 γwpi cos2 λ − sin γwpi sin λ cosλ sin γwpi cos γwpi cos2 λ

− sin γwpi sin λ cosλ sin2 λ − cosγwpi sin λ cosλ
sin γwpi cos γwpi cos2 λ − cosγwpi sin λ cosλ cos2 γwpi cos2 λ

⎤
⎦

Fwpi = kwpi

⎡
⎣ ewpi sin γwpi sin λ cosλ

− ewpi sin2 λ
ewpi cos γwpi sin λ cosλ

⎤
⎦

cwpi = cwpi

⎡
⎣ − sin2 γwpi 0 − cos γwpi sin γwpi

0 0 0
− cosγwpi sinγwpi 0 − cos2 γwpi

⎤
⎦

Figure 3(c) illustrates a stator/planet pair which represents the stator (subscripts) meshing with planet-i. Here, γspi

is the lead angle of the helix tooth at reference circle on the stator; ksp is the mesh stiffness between the planet and
the stator.
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The model allows stator and planet to rotate about their own axes. It also allows planet to translate inx and
ydirections. From force and torque balance conditions of the stator and the planet, ones can give⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

Msüs − kspi (pspi − espi sin λ) cosλ sin γspi = 0
mpiüi + cspiv̇spi cos γspi + kspi (pspi − espi sin λ) cosλ cos γspi = 0
miẍi − kspi (pspi − espi sinλ) sin λ = 0
miz̈i + cspiv̇spi sin γspi + kspi (pspi − espi sinλ) cosλ sin γspi = 0

(8)

where Ms is the equivalent mass of the stator, Ms = Js/r2
s , Js is the polar mass moments of inertia for the

stator; pspi is the relative displacement between the stator and the planet, vspi = ui cos γspi + zi sinγspi and
pspi = −us sin γspi cosλ + ui cos γspi cosλ − xi sin λ + zi sin γspi cosλ.

Substituting pspi and vspi into Eq. (8), the dynamic equations in matrix form can be given[
Ms 0
0 mi

] [
üs

q̈i

]
+

[
0 0
0 cspi

] [
u̇s

q̇i

]
+

[
kusi kT

si

ksi kspi

] [
us

qi

]
=

[
Fsi

Fspi

]
(9)

where kusi = kspi sin2 γspi cos2 λ

kT
si = kspi

[− sinγspi cos γspi cos2 λ sin γspi sinλ cos λ − sin2 γspi cos2 λ
]

kspi = kspi

⎡
⎣ cos2 γspi cos2 λ − cosγspi sin λ cosλ sin γspi cos γspi cos2 λ

− cos γspi sinλ cos λ sin2 λ − sinγspi sin λ cosλ
sin γspi cos γspi cos2 λ − sin γspi sinλ cos λ sin2 γspi cos2 λ

⎤
⎦

Fsi = −kspiespi sinγspi sin λ cos λ

Fspi =

⎡
⎣ kspiespi cos γspi sin λ cosλ

−kspiespi sin2 λ
kspiespi sin γspi sinλ cos λ

⎤
⎦

cspi = cspi

⎡
⎣ cos2 γspi 0 sin γspi cos γspi

0 0 0
sinγspi cos γspi 0 sin2 γspi

⎤
⎦

Figure 3(d) shows the model of the rotor/planet pair. From the balance conditions of the rotor and the planet, ones
can give⎧⎨

⎩
mpiüi = 0
miẍi + ccpxiẋi + kcpxixi = 0
miz̈i + ccpxiżi + kcpzizi = 0

(10)

Equation (10) can be given in matrix form as

miq̈i + ccpiq̇i + kcpiqi=0 (11)

where

kcpi =

⎡
⎣ 0 0 0

0 kcxi 0
0 0 kczi

⎤
⎦

ccpi =

⎡
⎣ 0 0 0

0 ccpxi 0
0 0 ccpzi

⎤
⎦

Equations (7), (9) and (11) can be combined systematically to obtain the dynamics equations of the overall toroidal
drive which consists of a worm, a stator, a rotor and m planets (i = 1 to m). The dynamic model of the drive system
is given in Fig. 3(a).
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The dynamic equations of the 3m+ 1 DOF model of the toroidal drive are given in matrix form as

MẌ + CẊ + KX = F (12)

where

X = [q1 · · · · · · qm us]
T

M = diag [m1 · · · · · · mm Ms]

K =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

k11 · · · · · · 0 · · · · · · 0 ks1

· · · · · · · · ·
· · · · · ·

kii ksi

· · · · · ·
symmetric · · · · · ·

kmm ksm
m∑

i=1

kusi

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

kii = kwpi + kspi + kcpi

C =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

c11 · · · · · · 0 · · · · · · 0 0
· · · · · · · · ·

· · · · · ·
cii 0

· · · · · ·
symmetric · · · · · ·

cmm 0
0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

cii = cwpi + cspi + ccpi

F =
[
Fwp1+Fsp1 · · ·Fwpi+Fspi · · ·Fsi

]T

4. The solution of the dynamic equations

The total eccentric center consists of the average eccentric center and the dynamic eccentric center (e = e + Δe).
Hence, the equivalent load vector of the eccentric center is

F = F + ΔF (13)

where F is the average load vector dependent on the average eccentric center, ΔF is the dynamic load vector
dependent on the dynamic eccentric center.

Thus, the total displacement vector consists of the average displacement vector and the dynamic displacement
vector

X = X + ΔX (14)

where X is the average displacement vector and ΔX is the dynamic displacement vector.
Substituting Eqs (13) and (14) into Eq. (12), and neglecting nonlinear terms, yields

KX = F (15)

MΔẌ + CΔX + KΔX = ΔF (16)
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Table 1
Parameters of the example system

γwpi (◦) γspi (◦) Ms (kg) mi (kg) mpi (kg) kcxi (N/m) kczi (N/m) λ (◦)

25 45 13 0.97 0.485 1.4 × 106 2.8 × 106 0

Table 2
Natural frequencies of the drive system with eccentric center worm (rad/s)

m = 2 m = 4
e = 0 e = 0.5 mm e = 0 e = 0.5 mm

n = 1 9.5045 9.5042 n = 1 13.1255 13.1253
88.1570 88.1627 90.2644 90.2657

284.1614 284.2683 284.2058 284.2785

n = m − 1 86.0449 86.0388 n = m − 1 86.0449 85.9611
86.0449
86.1271

284.1175 284.0106 284.1175 284.0054
284.1175
284.1569

n = m 191.2046 191.2046 n = m 191.2046 191.2046

The homogeneous part of Eq. (12) is used for the free vibration analysis of the drive system. The governing
eigenvalue problem yields natural frequencies and corresponding vibrating modes. The average displacement vector
X is obtained from Eq. (15). The dynamic response of the drive system to dynamic eccentric center can be obtained
from Eq. (16).

Equation (16) can be transmitted into regular equation as below

MN q̈N + CN q̇N + KNqN = F N (17)

where MN , CN and KN are the diagonal mass, damping and mean stiffness matrices, respectively. F N and qN

are the transmitted equivalent exciting force and displacement vectors, respectively. They can be calculated as

MN = AT
NMAN , KN = AT

NKAN , CN = AT
NCAN , qN = AT

NΔX and F N = AT
NΔF

Here, AN is the mode matrix of the Eq. (12).
Since the equivalent exciting forces change periodically, the solution of each equation in Eq. (17) can be obtained

as below

qNr =
1

mrωdr

∫ t

0

FNr(τ)e−ξωnr(t−τ) sin ωdr(t − τ)dτ (18)

where ωdr is the natural frequency of the drive system (r = 1 to 3m+ 1), ωdr = ωnr

√
1 − ξ2

r , ξr is the damping
coefficient; mr is the transmitted mass, FNr(τ) is the equivalent exciting force.

Substituting FNr(τ) = Er sin ωet into Eq. (18), yields

qNr =
Er

ωdr

{
e−ξrωnrt [ξrωnr cosωdrt − (ωdr − ωe) sin ωdrt] − ξrωnr cosωet + (ωdr − ωe) sin ωet

(ωdr − ωe)2 + (ξωnr)2
(19)

+
e−ξrωnrt [(ωdr + ωe) sinωdrt − ξrωnr cosωdrt] + ξrωnr cosωet + (ωdr + ωe) sin ωet

(ωdr + ωe)2 + (ξωnr)2

}

where ωe is the exciting frequency of the dynamic eccentric center, Er is the amplitude of the equivalent exciting
force.

From qNr, the real dynamic displacements ΔX of the drive system can be obtained

ΔX = ANqN (20)
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Table 3(a)
Modes of the drive system without eccentric center

ωi(rad/s) 9.5045 88.1570 284.1614 86.0449 284.1175 191.2046

ui −0.8236 −1 −0.1371 1 0.1365 0
xi 0 0 0 0 0 1
zi 0.0106 0.0714 −1 −0.0683 1 0
ui −0.8236 −1 −0.1371 −1 −0.1365 0
xi 0 0 0 0 0 0
zi 0.0106 0.0714 −1 0.0683 −1 0
us −1 0.0616 0.0068 0 0 0

Table 3(b)
Modes of the drive system with eccentric center worm

ωi(rad/s) 9.5042 88.1627 284.2683 86.0388 284.0106 191.2046

ui −0.8210 −1 −0.1376 0.9019 0.0115 0
xi 0 0 0 0 0 1
zi 0.0107 0.0716 −1 −0.0617 0.0860 0
ui −0.8263 −0.8970 −0.0120 −1 −0.1360 0
xi 0 0 0 0 0 0
zi 0.0104 0.0638 −0.0858 0.0680 −1 0
us 1 0.0584 0.0037 0.0032 0.0031 0

Table 4
Natural frequencies of the drive system with eccentric center stator (rad/s)

m = 2 m = 4
e = 0 e = 0.5 mm e = 0 e = 0.5 mm

n = 1 9.5045 9.5043 n = 1 13.1255 13.1254
88.1570 88.2825 90.2644 90.2986

284.1614 284.2599 284.2058 284.2712

n = m − 1 86.0449 85.9151 n = m − 1 86.0449 85.6575
86.0449
86.3938

284.1175 284.0192 284.1175 284.0139
284.1175
284.1559

n = m 191.2046 191.2046 n = m 191.2046 191.2046

5. Results and discussion

The above related equations are utilized for analysis of the free vibration for the drive system with eccentric center.
The parameters of the example drive system are shown in Table 1. Table 2 gives the natural frequencies of the drive
system with eccentric center worm. Here, the drive systems with two and four planets are considered. Table 3 shows
the vibrating modes of the drive system with and without eccentric center. Table 4 gives the natural frequencies of
the drive system with eccentric center stator. Table 5 gives the natural frequencies of the drive system with eccentric
center planet. Tables 2–5 show:

(1) Three natural frequencies always have multiplicity n = 1 for different planet number m. Their values increase
as additional planets are introduced. Their associated vibration modes have rotation of the stator, so these
modes are named rotational modes. In a rotational mode, all planets have the same motion and move in phase
(see the first-third columns in Table 3(a)). As the eccentric center of the worm occurs, three natural frequencies
change slightly and the motions of the planets becomes different from each other (see the first-third columns
in Table 3(b)). It is because the electromagnetic mesh stiffness between the worm and each planet becomes
different from each other. Besides it, the vibration of the stator becomes weak, and some planet vibration
becomes weak and the other planet vibration becomes strong when the eccentric center of the worm occurs.
Here, n = m − 1, it is the multiplicity of the natural frequencies. For m = 2, n = m − 1 = 1. It means that
each natural frequency only corresponds to one vibration mode. For m = 3, n = m − 1 = 2. It means that
each natural frequency corresponds to two vibration modes.
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Table 5
Natural frequencies of the drive system with eccentric center planet (rad/s)

m = 2 m = 4
e = 0 e = 0.5 mm e = −0.5 mm e = 0 e = 0.5mm e = −0.5mm

n = 1 9.5045 9.5307 9.4773 n = 1 13.1255 13.1445 13.1059
88.1570 87.9575 88.3971 90.2644 90.1538 90.3915

284.1614 284.1658 284.1579 284.2058 284.2076 284.2044

n = m − 1 86.0449 85.8208 86.2261 n = m − 1 86.0449 85.7323 86.3387
86.0449 86.0449
86.0449 86.0449

284.1175 284. 1217 284.1124 284.1175 284.1243 284.1104
284.1175 284.1175
284.1175 284.1175

n = m 191.2046 191.2046 191.2046 n = m 191.2046 191.2046 191.2046
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Fig. 4. The forced responses of the drive system to the dynamic eccentric center (ω = 81 rad/s).

(2) Without the eccentric center, three natural frequencies have multiplicity n = m−1. These natural frequencies
are independent of the numbers of planets. Their associated vibration modes are named planet modes because
the stator does not move. Only planetmotion occurs in these modes (see the fourth-fifth columns in Table 3(a)).
As the eccentric center of the worm occurs, the multiplicity n = m− 1 of three natural frequencies vanishes,
and the planet’s deflection relationship (pi = wip1) also does not exist(see the fourth-fifth columns in
Table 3(b)). Three different natural frequencies occur, but the difference between them is relatively small.
Besides it, the vibration of the stator occurs.

(3) One natural frequency always has multiplicity n = m for different m. The natural frequency is independent
of the numbers of planets. Its associated vibration modes are named special planet modes. For each of these
modes, only one planet moves in transverse direction (see the sixth column in Tables 3(a) and (b)). The
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Fig. 5. The forced responses of the drive system to the dynamic eccentric center (ω = 540 rad/s).

numbers of the single modes equal ones of the planets. As the eccentric center of the worm occurs, the natural
frequency and the planet’s deflection are not influenced.

(4) As the eccentric center of the stator occurs, three natural frequencies for the rotational modes change. For the
planet modes, the multiplicity n = m − 1 of three natural frequencies vanishes, and three different natural
frequencies occur. For the special planet modes, the natural frequencies are not influenced (see Table 4).

(5) As the eccentric center of the planet occurs, three natural frequencies for the rotational modes change: the
positive eccentric center causes some natural frequencies to increase, and other natural frequencies to decrease;
the effects of the negative eccentric center on the natural frequencies are opposite to ones of the positive
eccentric center. Besides it, the vibration of the stator becomes weak.

For the planet modes, the multiplicity of the natural frequencies becomes n = m − 2, and one different natural
frequency occurs. Besides it, the vibration of the stator occurs. For the special planet modes, the natural frequencies
are still not influenced (see Table 5, here corresponding modes are not given).

The forced responses of the drive system to the dynamic eccentric center are investigated (see Figs 4–7). The
parameters of the example system are given in Table 1 (here, cwpi = 0.1 Ns/m and cspi = 0.1 Ns/m). From Figs 4–7,
ones know:

(1) As the exciting frequency of the eccentric center is 81 rad/s, the amplitudes of the rotational vibrations ui

and us are large, and the amplitudes of the translational vibrations xi and zi are small (see Fig. 4). It is
because the exciting frequency 81 rad/s is near to one natural frequency of the rotational modes for the drive
system. Here, the rotational mode plays a main role in the forced responses of the drive system to the eccentric
center excitation. The amplitudes of the rotational vibrations ui and us are about 10 times of the amplitudes
of the translational vibrations xi and zi. The large amplitude of the rotational vibration us is the typical
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Fig. 6. The forced responses of the drive system to the dynamic eccentric center (ω = 1200 rad/s).

characteristics of the rotational modes. Meanwhile, the vibration center shift of the drive system occurs which
is caused by the average eccentric center. The vibration of the stator has more obvious effect on the dynamic
behavior of the drive system. So, the eccentric center should be avoided and its exciting frequency should be
far from the natural frequencies of the rotational modes.

(2) As the exciting frequency of the eccentric center is 540 rad/s, the amplitudes of the planet vibrations (ui, xi

and zi) are relatively large, and the amplitude of the stator vibration(us) is small (see Fig. 5). It is because
the exciting frequency 540 rad/s is near to one natural frequency of the planet modes. Here, the planet mode
plays a main role in the forced responses. Of course, the amplitude of the rotational vibration us is not zero.
us = 0 is the typical characteristics of the planet modes. It is because the rotational mode plays a small role in
the forced responses. Here, the amplitude of the rotational vibration ui of the planet is the maximum (about
0.8 mm) which is larger than 100 times of the amplitude of the rotational vibration us of the stator. It will
decrease operating stability of the drive system. Meanwhile, the vibration center shift of the drive system
occurs as well. Here, the vibration center shift is identical to ones for the situation ω = 81 rad/s. So, the
exciting frequency of the eccentric center should be far from the natural frequencies of the planet modes as
well.

(3) As the exciting frequency of the eccentric center is 1200 rad/s, the amplitude of the planet vibration (xi) is
relatively large, and the amplitudes of the stator vibration (us) and other vibrations (ui and zi) of the planet
are small (see Fig. 6). It is because the exciting frequency 1200 rad/s is near to one natural frequency of
the special planet modes. The maximum amplitude of the planet vibration (xi) is about 0.1 mm, and the
amplitudes of the other vibrations of the planet and the stator are not zero. It is because the special planet
modes play a main role, and the other modes play a small role in the forced responses.

(4) As the exciting frequency of the eccentric center is 3000 rad/s, the vibrating amplitudes of the elements for
the drive system are small (see Fig. 7). The amplitude of the rotational vibration ui of the planet is the
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Fig. 7. The forced responses of the drive system to the dynamic eccentric center (ω = 3000 rad/s).

maximum (about 3.5 μm). The amplitudes of the other vibrations xi and zi of the planet is the same orders
of magnitude as the amplitude of the vibration ui. The amplitude of the rotational vibration us is the smallest
(about 0.02 μm). It is because the exciting frequency 3000 rad/s is far from the natural frequencies of the
drive system.

In a word, the vibrations of the planet are the main vibrations of the drive system under the eccentric excitation.
So, the dynamic design of the planets for the drive system should be considered first.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, the equations of the electromagnetic mesh stiffness for the electromechanical integrated toroidal
drive with eccentric center are given. The dynamic equations for the drive system with eccentric center are deduced.
Changes of the natural frequencies and vibration modes along with the eccentric center distance are analyzed, and
the forced responses of the drive system to eccentric center excitation are investigated. Results show:

(1) For the rotationalmodes and the planetmodes, the eccentric center causes some natural frequencies to increase,
and the other natural frequencies to drop. For the special planet modes, the eccentric center has not effects on
the natural frequencies.

(2) For the rotational modes and the planet modes, the eccentric center causes some vibrations to become weak,
and the other vibrations to become strong.

(3) The eccentric center causes vibration center shift of the drive system. The eccentric center has more obvious
effects on the dynamic behavior of the planets.
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